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SUBJECT: Moisture Effects on Dropsonde Temperature Sensor.

MEMO TO: Vin L a l ly

FROM : Jim Z1ese

A test  was run to determine the effectiveness of spraying the 
dropsonde temperature sensor bead with some s il icon e  resin spray MS-460, 
made by M iller Stephenson. Ten sensor cans were opened and resistance 
measurements of the temperature and humidity elements at roan temperature 
were recorded. Then a droplet o f  tap water was placed on the temperature 
element, and Its resistance increased momentarily because of the colder 
water. But when the water contacted the bead wires, the resistance 
dropped substantially . Separate readings were recorded for each ot the in 
t e s t s ,  but the average change in resistance was from 120K dry to 60K when 
the leads got wet. there was no change in the humidity reading.

After carefu lly  shielding the humidity element from the spray, the 
s i l icon e  resin was sprayed on the temperature bead, and its  leads. A quick 
spray from two d irections was tried on the f i r s t  four units, but was not 
su ff ic ien t  to cure the problem. Spraying from all directions on the 
remaining units ensured an e f fe c t iv e  Insulation. After it  dried, the tests 
were run again. They showed that the spray Indeed cured the problem, 
because the leads no longer "shorted” when the water droplet touched them. 
In fact the bead was even 100 percent dipped in the tap water, and the 
resistance only went up_ as i t  should, because of the water being colder 
than dry a ir temperature. Again, there was no change in the humidity 
reading.

An ohmmeter capable of supplying su ff ic ien t  voltage was needed to 
conduct these tes ts .  An older Simpson 260, and a newer Fluke digital VOH 
both read 120K resistance when the temperature bead was dry. But i t  
remained at that reading even when the bead wires were wet, i f  I used the 
Fluke. But with the Simpson, the "shorted" wet wires became obvious, 
because the resistance dropped to 60K. Apparently, the .7 Volts supplied 
by the Fluke was not enough of a voltage gradient to cause the ions to 
migrate from negative to pos it ive . But 4.5 Volts supplied by the Simpson 
was enough, even though only 35/fa  of current flowed.

A copy of ray findings on each of the 10 units is attached.
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